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•. An lAD is an inflatable device that utilizes a large surface area to increase the drag of an atmospheric entry vehicle.
There are two main categories of lADs: Hypersonic Inflatable Aerodynamic Decelerators (HIADs), which are inflated exo-atmospherically and designed to perfonn during the hypersonic entry regime (greater than Mach 5);
and Supersonic Inflatable Aerodynamic Decelerators (SIADs), which are designed to deploy and perform during the supersonic entry regime (less than Mach 5). Examples of both lAD designs can be seen in Figure I . [2] Inflatable decelerator technologies are far from novel, in fact, lAD development dates back to the 1960s where many designs were developed by NASA Langley Research
Center. However, with the concurrent development of the Disk-Gap-Band (DGB) parachute as a decelerator, it was determined that lADs were not a required technology and the development was ceased.
[3] Modeling tool improvement can lead to increased mass efficiency by reducing the margins placed on entry subsystems, such as the Thermal Protection System (TPS).
Reduced entry system mass permits greater scientific payload allocation and/or reduced mission cost. • Inflation pressure is directly related to the stiffness and response of the lAD and must be defined to characterize the performance of the structure.
During deployment and flight these pressures are also used to determine whether the lAD system is functioning properly. 
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
Given the six key characterization requirements listed in The HIAD models were constructed in a stacked toroid configuration using inflatable torus segments that were joined together by structural fabric straps and anchored to a rigid centerbody. The 6m HIAD employs seven 13.8in diameter tori and one smaller shoulder torus. Similarly, the 3m uses six 9.5in stacked tori and one smaller shoulder torus. A cross section of the 6m HIAD model can be seen in Figure 4 , and a side profile of the constructed 6m inflatable aeroshell can be seen in Figure 5 . Each model employed an aerodynamic surface, or "aerocover" as a surrogate for flexible TPS for the wind tunnel testing, which can be seen in Figure 6 . [9] Aeroshell Global and Local Deformation
Global deformation, or shape change as a whole, is a vital measurement used to gain an understanding of the aerodynamic stability of the HIAD models at different loads and varied inflation pressures. Two methods were employed to measure global deformation: photogrammetry, and a custom deformation measurement system. by 80' wind tunnel testing was accomplished using a four camera pair photogrammetric imaging system. Each camera pair was configured and mounted to provide maximum viewing of the forward facing HIAD surface (both 3m and 6m diameter) so that the deflected shape could be obtained over the full yaw angle sweep range (-10 to + 2S deg). The forward facing HIAD surface was fitted with an aerocover that was randomly patterned with an array of dots to serve as imaging targets as seen in Figure 6 . The dots were IS3Smm in diameter. Front side model illumination was accomplished with thirty-two 7S0W theater lamps arranged in four banks upstream of the test articles (see Figure 7) .
The image acquisition system constraints limited the frame rate to ISHz. For the 6m HIAD model, views from three or more camera pairs were stitched together to obtain a complete deflected shape solution. A typical reconstructed 6m HIAD surface solution is shown in Figure 8 . tracking. This design can be seen in Figure 9 . During the HIAD testing, the string potentiometers of these tandem transducers were mounted to the HIAD sting in a radial layout, as seen in Figure 10 , and anchored to the shoulder of the inflatable to generate position tracking data at the edge of the model. This system could also produce high frequency flutter data that might not be captured by the photogrammetry cameras due to the IS Hz frame rate limit.
Angular Tramiduce r
String Pot The more challenging task was to develop a sensing system that would measure in-line strap loads during the HIAD aerodynamic and static load tests. A key requirement was to minimize profile height to lessen protuberances that would be seen on the surface of the inflatable models. Thus, a low-profile (�0.5" in height) strap-buckle load cell was custom-designed and integrated with the structural straps on the front side of the stacked toroid models as seen in Figure   12 . Each load cell was designed for the specific size and load rating of the strap material.
6 This system must also be lightweight to refrain from adding disproportional mass to the inflatable system which could affect its modal performance.
During the ground test campaign lightweight polyurethane tubing and aluminum fittings were applied to the pre existing HIAD sense ports. These inflation pressure sense line tubes were then carefully run to the centerbody of each model where the pressure transducers were mounted. These pressure transducers would then provide a real-time measurement of the bladder pressures during testing.
Aeroshell Temperature
Traditionally aeroshell temperature measurements have been made using thermocouples, such as the MSL system 
lAD INSTRUMENTATION INTEGRATION
One of the most challenging tasks when instrwnenting inflatable articles is the integration of the sensing systems. Therefore, structural components must be selected with high strength-to-weight ratios and secured properly to reduce mobility. Unfortunately this specific system is limited in performance due to the high frequency sampling requirements resulting in high power consumption restricting the system from being implemented elsewhere. [11] Developments in wireless data acquisition techniques could eliminate the need for structural feedthroughs and reduce system mass and complexity associated with cables and wire harnesses. This makes the utilization of flight instrumentation more attractive to future missions, which would result in further improved characterization of IAD technology, and overall an increase in scientific knowledge regarding the response to entry environments. Wireless data acquisition systems also have their drawbacks including, but not limited to: power, bandwidth, and data integrity. This is discussed by Amini in reference [12] .
In support of the HIAD ground test campaign a custom multi-node wireless system consisting of four remote nodes and one receiving base station was developed. Each remote node was capable of conditioning up to 16 sensor channels for wireless transmission. The multi-node system reliably conditioned and acquired 20+ sensors over the course of the test series. Instrumentation systems and integration techniques specific to stacked toroid lADs have been developed and implemented during the HIAD ground test campaign to address these key measurements. In addition, challenges specific to data acquisition were described along with efforts to develop wireless data acquisition systems to alleviate instrumentation integration complexity.
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